
Help with CVs 
and resumes, 
cover letters, job 
applications and 
searches

FREE
Your amazing Library is part of something big 

in Australian education.

Hundreds of libraries, schools, unis and TAFEs 
all over the country partner with YourTutor to 

provide thousands of learners with on-demand 
help after hours, every night, to ethically assist 

with their job search or study, right in their 
moment of need.

Technical support enquiries:
support@yourtutor.com.au

(02) 9906 2700

Job-seekers say
“The tutor was very helpful in constructing my 
first resume. And answered all the questions 
that I had.”
- QLD resident 

“Very helpful tutor. Keep up the great service.”
- NSW resident

“The tutor introduced themselves and was a 
friendly presence with helpful advice.”
- QLD resident

“Amazingly helpful! Thanks :)”
- VIC resident

“[The tutor] pointed out small details that I had 
missed, and confirmed what I knew I had to do. 
It was very insightful.”
- WA resident

“Great!!!! They were very useful and helpful 
tips.”
- NSW resident

“Very informative and very helpful session! In a
great way, it served my purpose. Thank you for
providing me this.”
- NSW resident

Sign in FREE at yourtutor.com.au/connect



What is YourTutor Job Help?

Looking for a job is difficult. You put 
yourself out there again and again, 
and often, you don’t hear anything 
back.

Who do you turn to, if you’re not sure where 
you’re going wrong?

With YourTutor, expert help is always just a click 
away. 

Connect online to a friendly online tutor for 
advice and tips on how to make your CV or cover 
letter even better.

It’s FREE thanks to your library.

Who are the online experts?

They are the best minds; 
made up of professionals, 
teachers, and university 
academics. 

Every single tutor must 
pass stringent testing, screening, background 
checks, and training, to compete for a place 
in the YourTutor network. They all go through 
continuous professional development with our 
Academic Services and Quality Assurance teams. 

Information for job seekers Information for job seekers

They are passionate about education and helping 
all learners of all levels.

How does YourTutor Job Help work?

Every YourTutor online session 
will be different, based on the 
needs of the learner. It all comes 
down to what you’re struggling 
with specifically. The tutor will 
ask you questions to see what you have already 
tried or where you think you may need extra 
help.

Then they will chat with you about solutions, and 
tips or ideas to make your job application process 
easier and more successful.

What can we get help with?

You can upload your CV or resume for direct 
feedback on ways to improve your document, 
plus:

+ Job application tips 
+ Speech writing and public speaking 
+ Business writing 
+ Finding good resources 
+ Help with online searches

So how do I use YourTutor Job Help now?

As a library member, you get access to the 
service for FREE. 

Step 1: Go to yourtutor.com.au/connect
Step 2: Click the ‘Find Your Library’ button on the 
right
Step 3: Use your library member card number 
to log in (it’s on the back and might look like a 
barcode)

Once you have logged in, click the button to 
connect to a live tutor and then select the 
subject ‘Job Skills for Adults’. 

Open times and services available will depend on your 
library; learners can check their service details inside the 
YourTutor dashboard after signing in with their library card.

Typed chat. Learners write back 
and forth with the tutor in an 
online environment. If you’re 
not sure about your English 
skills, let the tutor know. All staff 
are trained to communicate 
clearly, at the learner’s level.

Interactive whiteboard. Draw 
in real-time with the tutor, if 
anything is better explained by a 
diagram. 

File upload. Send a CV, resume 
or cover letter to a tutor for 
detailed feedback on how to 
make it even better.


